08:01:47 From coumba tine to Hosts and panellists:  
   Hi everyone my name is Coumba Tine from Senegal and I am a sociologist. Can we have 
French translation please?
08:02:08 From Birgilio Rivera to Hosts and panellists:  
   Greetings and thanks to host and panellists, Charles Nouhan. Birgilio Rivera, CEO Uso 
Inteligente ASV AC Mexico
08:02:48 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panellists: Hello Good day from Lebanon
08:03:31 From Majdi Alnajjar to Hosts and panellists:  
   Greetings from Oslo, happy to continue joining the discussion series 😊 thank. Majdi
08:04:51 From Tcharbuahbokengo NFINN to Everyone:  
   Tcharbuahbokengo NFINN, Federation of Environmental and Ecological Diversity for 
Agricultural Revampment and Human Rights (FEEDAR & HR) Cameroon, feedar97@yahoo.com
08:05:41 From igen ramesh to Everyone:  
   Warm Welcome from Dr L. RAMESH - President of The Institution of Green Engineers - 
WWW.THEGEN.ORG
08:06:16 From Dagafu Galata to Everyone: Hello everyone Dagafu from EIAR, Ethiopia
08:06:23 From Babalwa Janice Mazingisa to Everyone: Good day to everyone
08:06:43 From FOBI MITERAND to Everyone: greetings from Fobi Miterand, NANNY AFRICA 
CAMEROON,
08:07:11 From AKM Anisur Rahman to Everyone: Hello everyone.
08:07:14 From Edda Giuberti -Tripla Difesa Onlus to Everyone:  
   Good day to all, Edda Giuberti Presidente Tripla Difesa Onlus
08:07:15 From Serey Sam to Everyone:  
   Hello Everyone, Serey Sam from Khmer National Liberation Front, Denmark
08:07:21 From Nang Han to Everyone: Hello everyone, have a good day
08:07:29 From Rakesh Kumar to Everyone: Hello everyone 
   Rakesh here from HOPE Foundation, India
08:07:29 From Chris Obi to Everyone: Chris Obi from Nigeria
08:07:34 From David Koech to Everyone: David koech from Kabarak University-Kenya.
08:07:44 From Rage Adem to Everyone:  
   Rage Adem, Director of Innovation , Benadir University , Mogadishu Somalia, Email: 
Raage09@bu.edu.so , Member of CESH Center (https://cesh.health/rage-adem/)
08:07:46 From Deisi Kusztra to Hosts and panellists:  
   Yellow everyone! Here Dr. Deisi Kusztra from the World Family Organization.
08:07:53 From Ishrat Meera Mirzana, Professor Muffakham Jah college of Engineering and 
Technology, Hyderabad, to Everyone: Hi, Ishrat M Mirzana from India
08:08:08 From Babalwa Janice Mazingisa to Everyone:  
   Babalwa Mazingisa from Afreecan Read in South Africa. Trust the weather treating you well
08:08:09 From HAKIZIMANA Narcisse to Everyone: Hello everyone! HAKIZIMANA Narcisse from 
Rwanda
08:08:11 From Arthur Dahl to Everyone:  
https://iefworld.org
08:08:16 From AKM Anisur Rahman to Everyone: Anisur Rahman From Bangladesh.
08:08:17 From Prosper HARELIMANA to Everyone: Greetings from Prosper Harelimana, Rome-Italy
08:08:18 From Kaushalendra Pratap Singh to Everyone:  
   Good evening from India, KP Singh , MD at Corporate Law Education India.
08:08:19 From Rianne C ten Veen to Everyone:  
   Hallo, salams! Rianne ten Veen, Green Creation joining you from Groningen (NL).
Anna Maddrick, Stop Ecocide International. Find out more about the growing movement to see ecocide implemented as an international crime: www.stopecocide.earth

Good evening everyone from UPM Malaysia. Ashiegbu Gloria Nwakaego

Hello everyone. Danièle RAMIARAMANANA WMG OP for francophone Africa. I'm based in Madagascar

Good morning/Afternoon or evening as the case may be. Evans Ombongi from Kenya, Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and heritage

Hello - Rohan Dominic, from New York - Fondazione Proclade Internazionale-onlus

Good morning / good afternoon or good evening wherever you are around the world !.its Man Sirkali , Advocacy Manager , Welt Hunger Hilfe (WHH).

Good morning everyone Jonathan from Chile

Hello everyone Pauline - Rural Women Network - Kenya pauline@ruralwomenkenya.org

Many thanks to all for joining us today. For those of you who have just logged in, please note that your questions should be placed in the Q&A section, not the Chat. Please use the chat to connect with each other, and share information relevant to the topic. Thank you.

We make a petition to UN to make peace and to stop human rights abuse in Cambodia. Calling for support by just sign our online petition. https://www.change.org/p/stop-human-rights-abuse-and-restore-democracy-in-cambodia-make-peace

Hello everyone, Digbijoy from IRCWASH, Bangladesh

Kosielsa7@gmail.com

Hello everyone. Davud RAHİMLİ from Baku, Azerbaijan. Union of Disabled People Organizations
08:16:07 From Agness Kabiti to Hosts and panellists: Warm greetings from Zambia.

08:19:19 From Babalwa Janice Mazingisa to Everyone:
   @David (Kenya) do you have any email you can share for open communication, I have an idea in mind. I am Babalwa Mazingisa in South Africa of email me at mazingisaB@outlook.com thank you

08:21:18 From Mohammed Javed Qureshi to Everyone:
   Greetings to all from Hamraah Foundation, New Delhi. It’s my great pleasure to attend this privileged session. Regards, Javed Qureshi, Chairman, Hamraah Foundation, New Delhi India
   Phone: +919312062483 info.hamraah@gmail.com, www.hamraahfoundation.org
   Skype: javed.qureshi

08:22:56 From Emuobonuvie Emerhi to Hosts and panellists:
   Good day everyone! I am Prof E A EMERHI from Taraba State University, Jalingo Nigeria

08:24:59 From Wellington Pisirai to Everyone:
   Hie Every one Wellington Pisirai from Zimbabwe

08:25:31 From Rabeb Aloui to Everyone:
   Hello everyone, I’m Rabeb Aloui from Tunisia.

08:25:35 From Roger Pholo Mvumbi to Everyone:
   Greetings from DR Congo but would like to get the French translation so I can get more involved.
   AGIR POUR LA SÉCURITÉ ET LA SOUVERAINETÉ ALIMENTAIRE (ASSA)
   PHOLO MVUMBI ROGER
   EXÉCUTIVE SECRETARY
   +243998218472 (WhatsApp and Telegram number)
   assaasbl1@gmail.com
   Kinshasa - Gombe
   DRC

08:26:00 From Joseph Checky Abuje to Everyone:
   Hello everyone, Checky Abuje from Kenya

08:26:15 From Majdi Alnajjar to Everyone:
   So promising vision of Norway 🙌💡

08:26:58 From HCRFFUSA-Pierrette J Cazeau to Everyone:
   GM From Florida USA

08:27:00 From Ali Osman to Everyone:
   Greetings 🌴🔥 My Name is Ali Osman from Sudan, I am Event Coordinator of Sudanese Youth SDGs Summit 2023, Very happy to connect with all Global SDGs Ambassadors:
   https://www.linkedin.com/in/ali-osman-ali-545033148

08:27:03 From Nicholas ObEFI Ogbebor to Everyone:
   Hello all. I am Dr Ogbebor I. Nicholas from Nigeria.

08:27:07 From Peter John to Everyone:
   hello everyone Peter from Sierra Leone

08:27:09 From Noe M. Ruiz CGTRA to Everyone:
   Thanks for your invitation. I’m Noem iMenèndez Ruiz, Gender and Equality Secretary from C.G.T.R. Argentine.

08:27:35 From Serey Sam to Everyone:
   We would like to appreciate and be grateful to our 243 stakeholders all your kind help to make people to live in peace to support our petition.

08:27:35 From HENRY OFOSUHENE SINTIM to Everyone:
   Hello Henry SO from UG, Ghana

08:28:29 From Olatunde Adekoya to Hosts and panellists:
   Hello everyone, greetings from Olatunde, Nigeria.

08:29:10 From David Koech to Everyone:
   @Babalwa Janice from South Africa. Email: kipmengo@gmail.com or koechdavid
   @kabarak.ac.ke. phone: +254701339497
08:29:43 From Bonny Ocen to Everyone:
Hello, Here is Bonny Ocen from Uganda

08:30:48 From Dr Sudhir Joshi to Everyone:
Hello everyone
Myself Dr Sudhir Joshi from India

Director SDG Brigade India
Working for SDG 2030

08:30:54 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
For those of you who have just logged in, please note that your questions should be placed in the Q&A section, not the Chat. Please use the chat to connect with each other, and share information relevant to the topic. And we will not be able to take live questions from our audience due to time limitations. So please put your questions in the Q&A. Thank you.

08:32:00 From Maria Cristina Vieira to Everyone:
Grateful for being invited - I represent the BRAZILIAN CONFEDERATION OF PRIVATE NATURE RESERVES - Cristina Weyland Vieira

08:32:02 From Patricia Stella Jaramillo Guerra to Everyone:
Please I need in spanish

08:32:42 From Mona Longway to Hosts and panellists:
Hello,
Thank you for the Invitation
Im Mona Lisa Longway from Tanzania

08:32:46 From igen ramesh to Everyone:
Invite to participate in IGEN TALK4SDG Project register and participate https://www.theigen.org/igentalk4sdg.html

08:32:58 From Dr Nirja Mattoo to Everyone:
Hi I am Dr Nirja Mattoo from Mumbai teaching SDG in SPJIMR Business School.

08:34:11 From Mustapha Bockarie to Everyone:
Hi, I am Mustapha Bockarie from Sierra Leone and I’m a student of Pan-Africa University.

08:35:28 From Adan Mohamed to Everyone:
Hello every one, I am Adan Hassan From Somalia, Work For Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network Global, Somalia, and Also UPEACE Student As Environment and Peace Program.

08:36:08 From Joseph DENOUGBETO to Everyone:
Hello everyone. I’m Joseph DENOUGBETO from NGO La Grande Puissance de Dieu, Benin.

Thank you very much for organizing this important webinar

08:36:38 From Lul Seyoum to Everyone:
Happy Thursday Changemakers! Thanks for inviting us. Tsegga Medhin from https://thepearlleadershipinstitute.org/
Equity Accelerators focused on STEAM education SDG5 SDG4 SDG8 SDG17 to flip the script on sdg#1

08:38:24 From Gervais NZOA to Everyone:
Comme contribution au webinar sur le SDGs :

08:41:52 From Noe M. Ruiz CGTRA to Everyone:
We ve working during the last five years, ODS ina all our territories and states. I m Trader at the OIT, and I m from GLOBAL WC-CSI. i understand english but not my colleagues .we need translate in Spanish-Noemi Menendez Ruiz, C.G.T.R.Argentine (Gender Secretary Trade Unión.)

08:42:17 From Nchunu Sama to Everyone:
Greetings to All. I am Nchunu Justice Sama, the Executive Directors of the Foundation for Environment and Development (FEDEV), Cameroon

08:42:45 From OLGA LAIZA KUPIKA to Everyone:
Good afternoon colleagues. Olga Laiza Kupika is my name and I am with the Centre for Climatology and Applied Research (centrecar21@gmail.com / olgal.kupika@gmail.com. Senior researcher.

08:44:01 From Manisha Rajapakse to Everyone:
Greetings from Sri Lanka Manisha Rajapakse.

08:44:04 From Gervais NZOA to Everyone:
Comme contribution au webinar sur les SDGs 9 et 10 : Formuler un plan de travail pratique, participatif et interactif sur les SDGs 9 et 10 avec les Etats membres, les UN agencies, la société civile aux niveaux local, regional et international. Ce plan servira d'outil de suivi-evaluation pour redimensionner les actions des ENV, les progres realise.

08:44:31 From Mustapha Bockarie to Everyone:
The question I always asked myself is that the SDG 9 clearly highlighted that it focuses on inclusive and sustainable industrial development is the primary source of income generation, allows for rapid and sustained increases in living standards for all people, why do developing countries have high internet connectivity cost in Africa

08:44:50 From Adamu Jamiu to Everyone:
Hello everyone, I'm Jamiu Adamu a researcher at R-SIDEP in Nigeria

08:45:18 From Adan Mohamed to Everyone:
Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network Global Somalaia email: gcsayn.somalia@gmail.com

08:45:26 From Dr. Tommaso Ciarli, UNU-MERIT & University of Sussex to Hosts and panellists:
If you are interested in more details about how to steer science, technology, and innovation towards the SDG, please find the full report here: https://sro.sussex.ac.uk/id/eprint/108587/7/STRINGS_Changing_Directions.pdf

08:45:34 From Adamu Jamiu to Everyone:
email: olaoluwajoba@gmail.com

08:45:39 From Dr. Tommaso Ciarli, UNU-MERIT & University of Sussex to Hosts and panellists:
More on the project here: https://strings.org.uk

08:45:45 From Nchunu Sama to Everyone:
Greetings from FEDEV Cameroon. This is Nchunu Justice Sama. fedevlaw@yahoo.co.uk

08:46:03 From Nafisa Mhna Kmbo Elehamer to Hosts and panellists:
Nafisa Elehamer: email: gasharcom@gmail.com

08:46:10 From Gloria Ashiegbu to Everyone:
gloriaashiegbu80@gmail.com

08:46:45 From Mustapha Bockarie to Everyone:
Africa lack of proper Infrastructure, and industrialization firms which is a serious threat to African development

08:47:05 From Godwin Ebo Fosu to Everyone:
Greetings from Ghana, Environmental Protection Agency, Volta region, Ghana

08:47:21 From Rasheedat Oyinloye to Everyone:
Hello here ♥ I'm Rasheedat Oyinloye from Nigeria ( Gender Focal point of federal college of Agric Produce Technology Kano, Nigeria)
@+2348130472566( WhatsApp)

08:47:37 From Garba Auwdu -Talle to Everyone:
Hello to everyone, m y name Is Garba Executive Director from the West Africa Islamic Peace Initiative from Accra Ghana

08:48:06 From Louisa Eikhomun-Agbonkhese to Everyone:
Greetings from Echoes of Women in Africa Initiatives Nigeria. I am Louisa Eikhomun-Agbonkhese.

08:48:20 From Aprup Adawadkar to Everyone:
Namaste & Greetings from Paryavaran Pratham [NGO], Nagpur India. Interconnectedness of SDGs with renewed priorities of the world must be taken to public, Good initiative.

08:48:35 From Dosse Sossouga to Everyone:
Blockchain technology too.

08:48:37 From Tembe Ophilia Enjoh to Everyone:
Greetings from Cameroon.

08:48:57 From Mabel Asabea Ayita to Everyone:
Greetings from Ghana, Climate Change advocate from Methodist University Ghana.

08:49:22 From Tembe Ophilia Enjoh to Everyone:
Communication officer for the Foundation for Environment and Development.

08:49:30 From Mark Mobach to Everyone:
How do we work join forces in transforming wicked problems at SDG-9-and-10 crossovers - e.g., innovations that replace the human factor, possibly making the poor poorer, and by doing so, enlarging disparity within and between countries - into positive change? Mark Mobach, professor Facility Management, Hanzehogeschool, the Netherlands.

08:50:33 From TECNO LC8 to Everyone:
Hello, i am Abdulahi Usman CEO/Founder Green Sahel Network Initiative(GRESNI) an environmental NGO committed to reverse the negative effect of environmental degradation and other hazards cause by deteriorating of environment. We are based in Yobe State, Northeast, Nigeria.

08:50:39 From JUSTICE ZVAITA to Everyone:
Good afternoon .Zvaita from African Coalition on Green Growth(africancgg2016@gmail.com), Mobile:+263717743308

08:51:03 From Sarah Ngela Ngasi to Everyone:
Bonjour nous suivons mais la direction n’a pas préparer pour les francophones ACODEFEM/DRCongo

08:51:34 From Maimouna BA to Everyone:
Femmes pour la dignité du Sahel, Burli

08:51:39 From TECNO LC8 to Everyone:
my email address is :abdusamania@gmail.com in case of any collaboration or any kind of project.

08:51:41 From Maimouna BA to Everyone:
Burkina Faso

08:53:25 From Chris Obi to Everyone:
please hope we can get the recordings link ?

08:53:55 From Rasheedat Oyinloye to Everyone:
rasheedat 2007@gmail.com

08:55:11 From JUSTICE ZVAITA to Everyone:
Very interesting presentations. May we have contact details for the presenters so that we can engage with them bilateral after the meeting.My email:africancgg2016@gmail.com,Mobile:+263717743308

08:56:40 From Edda Giuberti Presidente Tripla Difesa Onlus to Everyone:
our email tripladifesa@gmail.com and whatsapp+393783011329

08:57:56 From GIA GASPARD-TAYLOR to Everyone:
Greetings from Trinidad and Tobago wonderful to be able to join the discussion, will the recording be shared after? some presentations lack volume

08:58:13 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez to Everyone:
Hi everybody!

08:59:06 From JUSTICE ZVAITA to Everyone:
Thank you Dr Sajid for sharing the key details that’s leading to SDG delivery failure
Mr Nouhan
Thank you for the pakistan speaker Dr Amin
Excellent
It touch the real issues , related to human beings in this planet

08:59:34 From Yaw Osei-Owusu to Hosts and panellists:
Hello, I’m Dr. Yaw Osei-Owusu from Ghana. Great submission from panellists.

09:01:12 From David Koech to Everyone:
Information professionals needs to link their activities to SDG and as a young professional whom i strongly advocate for SDG,we have engaged ourselves in this noble task. Young Leaders are potentially passionate to offer solutions to what ails our world currently. To maximize their potential, Leaders, stakeholders, professionals should involve young professionals in their decision making and their plans towards achievement of sustainable development goals objectives.
Moreover, young leaders are much actively involved in fellowships and programs that have positively impacted communities in realization of Sustainable Development Goals and themselves being the advocates of change.

09:01:49 From Mustapha Bockarie to Everyone:
The SDGs Agenda towards Africa those not favor Africa and we have been affected in every facet of underdevelopment

09:03:00 From Mustapha Bockarie to Everyone:
It has failed to address the social, economic, political, climate change and everything

09:03:42 From Brahim HADDANE to Everyone:
thank you to all speakers I have to leave all the best

09:04:10 From Shravanti Reddy to Hosts and panellists:
Thank you Dr. Amin. Very much agree with your thinking and proposals.

09:04:22 From Mark Mobach to Everyone:
Who is working on the identification and replication of concrete best practices in the built environment and related services?

09:05:08 From Maamalifar M. Poreku to Everyone:
Hi everyone, good to be participate in this

09:05:22 From Wellington Pisirai to Everyone:
The session was very informative, Thank you all

09:05:30 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez to Everyone:
It is the pleasure to participate of the Countdown to the UN SDG Summit 2023 for the FUDESO fundation!

09:05:49 From Aditi Mishal to Hosts and panellists:
Thank you for insightful enriching discussions as always at Countdown to UN SDG Summit 2023. Thank you Stakeholder Forum

09:06:45 From Evans Ombongi to Hosts and panellists:
is there possibly a way/avenue/body of sponsoring participants to the UN global summit in september?

09:07:10 From OLGA LAIZA KUPIKA to Everyone:
It’s Action time, time for talk shows over

09:07:22 From Edward Maluwa to Everyone:
This is great presentation, really learnt a lot

09:07:49 From Charles Nouhan to Evans Ombongi and all panellists:
Evans…we are not able to take live questions from the audience. If you have a question, please put it in the Q&A section. If you want to share some thoughts, put them in the Chat section. Thank you.

09:09:21 From Emuobonuvie Emerhi to Hosts and panellists:
Good day everyone, greetings from Nigeria from Prof E A EMERHI from Taraba State University, Jalingo,

09:09:29 From Mark Mobach to Everyone:
Agree completely Andrea!

09:10:08 From Serey Sam to Everyone:
Thank you all speakers. It is very informative.

09:10:29 From Garba Auwdu -Talle to Everyone:
Climate change advocate at the Methodist university, please can you leave a contact that you can be reached. Am Garba from Accra Ghana

09:10:33 From Evans Ombongi to Everyone:
Such fora should not just be an end in themselves, rather they should help us to network. A request to the hosts to make a list of all the participants and their contacts and share with all of us for the purpose of building networks going into the future.

09:12:34 From Plam Stoyanov to Everyone:
We are on half of the way to 2030 but the SDGs are far less from half achieved. We have probably to think already about extending the time frame till 2035 or just to start with the development of new strategic period for the existing SDGs thinking about reformulating them as well in order to have tangible results at the end of the new time period.

09:18:30 From Samir Kumar Das to Everyone:
Samir Kumar Das, iamecsed, India congrats to all

09:20:12 From FAISAL ILYAS to Everyone:
Hi everyone, Faisal Ilyas from Pakistan!

09:20:21 From Joseph DENOUGBETO to Everyone:
Thank you very much Ms Radia

09:21:38 From Chris Obi to Everyone:
Many thanks Ms Radia for this presentation

09:22:10 From Ms. Radia Sedaoui, UN ESCWA to Chris Obi and all panellists:
thanks

09:22:20 From Ms. Radia Sedaoui, UN ESCWA to Joseph DENOUGBETO and all panellists:
thanks

09:22:46 From Delphine Fohtung to Everyone:
Thank you much Ms Radia... collaboration between all stakeholders is the best way forward

09:23:11 From Ms. Radia Sedaoui, UN ESCWA to Delphine Fohtung and all panellists:
indeed

09:23:27 From FAISAL ILYAS to Everyone:
Best of Dr. Sajid Amin!

09:24:32 From Thahawam Chaashab to Everyone:
One place we can start with inclusion is allowing the voice of those who are in tune with the communities and deeply affected by a breach in their sustainability be given a voice on forums like this.

09:25:02 From Thahawam Chaashab to Everyone:
*on

09:25:38 From Dr. Sajid Amin, SDPI, Pakistan to Everyone:
I agree with Tahawam.

09:28:12 From NTARIBO TATAW SOLOMON ASHUKEEM to Everyone:
Great!!!